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Abstract In order to import the domain knowledge or
application-dependent parameters into the data mining sys-
tems, constraint-based mining has attracted a lot of research
attention recently. In this paper, the attributes employed to
model the constraints are called constraint attributes and
those attributes involved in the objective function to be op-
timized are called optimization attributes. The constrained
clustering considered in this paper is conducted in such a
way that the objective function of optimization attributes
is optimized subject to the condition that the imposed con-
straint is satisfied. Explicitly, we address the problem of con-
strained clustering with numerical constraints, in which the
constraint attribute values of any two data items in the same
cluster are required to be within the corresponding con-
straint range. This numerical constrained clustering prob-
lem, however, cannot be dealt with by any conventional
clustering algorithms. Consequently, we devise several ef-
fective and efficient algorithms to solve such a clustering
problem. It is noted that due to the intrinsic nature of the nu-
merical constrained clustering, there is an order dependency
on the process of attaining the clustering, which in many
cases degrades the clustering results. In view of this, we de-
vise a progressive constraint relaxation technique to remedy
this drawback and improve the overall performance of clus-
tering results. Explicitly, by using a smaller (tighter) con-
straint range in earlier iterations of merge, we will have more
room to relax the constraint and seek for better solutions in
subsequent iterations. It is empirically shown that the pro-
gressive constraint relaxation technique is able to improve
not only the execution efficiency but also the clustering
quality.
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1 Introduction

Data clustering is a useful technique for many applications,
including similarity search, pattern recognition, trend anal-
ysis, marketing analysis, grouping, classification of docu-
ments, and so forth [1–4]. In data clustering, similar data
points are grouped together in a cluster. In general, there are
two types of attributes associated with the data points, i.e.,
numerical attributes and categorical attributes. Numerical
attributes are those with ordered values, such as the height
of a person and the speed of a moving vehicle. Categorical
attributes are those with unordered values, such as the blood
type of a person and the brand of a car.

Since data mining is an application-dependent technol-
ogy, the information involving domain knowledge is usu-
ally imposed on the mining systems as various constraints.
For example, the temperature or time attribute may pos-
sess extremely important meaning in some experiments and
should be regarded as a constraint while analyzing the data.
In the conventional clustering problems, all the attributes of
the data set are regarded as having the same role. In con-
trast, a specific constrained clustering model is introduced
in this paper to cope with these user-specified constraints.
Similar to most prior works [5–10], only the numerical at-
tributes are considered in this paper. Specifically, those at-
tributes employed to model the constraints are called con-
straint attributes whereas those attributes involved in the
objective function to be optimized, similar to those in most
prior works, are called optimization attributes. Note that an
attribute could be a constraint attribute and an optimiza-
tion attribute at the same time. The constrained cluster-
ing considered in this paper is conducted in such a way
that the objective function of optimization attributes is op-
timized subject to the condition that the imposed constraint
is satisfied. Explicitly, we address in this paper the prob-
lem of constrained clustering with numerical constraints,
in which the constraint attribute values of any two data
items in the same cluster are required to be within the cor-
responding constraint range. Note that the results in [7]
are focused on solving conventional clustering problems
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(c) Three-dimensional graph  of  (a) 
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(d) Three-dimensional graph of (b)

(a) A conventional clustering
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(b) A constrained clustering with 
age constraint range = 5
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Fig. 1 The difference between a conventional clustering and a
numerical-constrained clustering

without any constraint, which is different from the goal of
our work. This numerical-constrained clustering problem
can be best understood by the following example. Consider
the data pointsin Fig. 1 where X and Y are the conventional
optimization attributes which form the coordinates of the
residential location and age is the constraint attribute with
the constraint range being 5 years. The nodes in Fig. 1a are
identical to those in Fig. 1b and the number next to each
node represents the age of that person. By conventional clus-
tering methods which are designed to cluster nearby nodes
together, these nodes may be partitioned into the two clus-
ters as shown in Fig. 1a, in which, however, the age con-
straint is not obeyed. Instead, one possible solution to this
constrained clustering problem is shown in Fig. 1b, where
members within 22–27 years old are in one cluster, and peo-
ple within 33–38 years old are in the other cluster. The main
objective of this study is not to improve the clustering re-
sult in general, but aims to developing techniques to handle
constraints. Note that such a clustering with numerical con-
straints is called for in many real applications. For example,
we may apply this numerical constrained clustering on the
basic data of people in a club to group people provided that
we require the range of ages in each group to be no more
than 5 years. Also, in order to observe the trends of any data
sets with a timestamp, such as Web logs, video images, or
CDR (i.e., Call Detail Record) of a moving person, a time
constraint range is expected to be specified to monitor the
behavior of each data group, e.g., 5 min for video images
or 24 h for a Web logs or a CDRs. Such problems do re-
quire the clustering with numerical constraints. In addition,
in a chemical experiment, some reactions are only informa-
tive or useful within a specific range of time or temperature.
Therefore, we can set the time and/or temperature as con-
straint attributes. Note that, if the differences in time and/or
temperature attributes affect the clustering result (for exam-
ple, smaller differences imply better results), these attributes
can also be included as optimization attributes. On the other
hand, if the differences in time and/or temperature attributes
are not irrelevant to the clustering result, these attributes are
part of optimization attributes. For example, suppose that
we only need the reaction to occur in 10 min, but do not

make a distinction whether it actually occurs in 3 min or 5
min. In this occasion, the time attribute is a constraint at-
tribute instead of an optimization attribute. The constraint
attributes and optimization attributes should be selected ac-
cording to the domain knowledge of the application consid-
ered. Another example application of this constrained clus-
tering model is to identify objects from video images. For
example, if there is a person in a video image at time t , it is
likely that an object with similar shape and similar location
may be viewed as the same person in a sequence of video
images within 10 s, but as a different person after a longer
time interval. Therefore, we can cluster video images with
time constraint range being 10 s to identify clusters from the
video. After clusters are identified, other algorithms can be
applied on the clustering results to obtain more information
implied in the video.

This numerical-constrained clustering problem, how-
ever, cannot be dealt with by any conventional clustering
algorithms. With respect to the numerical constrained prob-
lem, the constraint ranges put bounds to the possible desti-
nation clusters of each point. Notice that we do not indicate
a fixed boundary of a cluster explicitly. Instead, the bound-
aries of constraint attributes of each cluster are dynamically
determined by the data points existing in the cluster. In the
example in Fig. 1, once a person joins a cluster, the age range
of this cluster is adjusted immediately. For example, assume
that the first person joining a group is 23 years old, then
people between 18 and 28 years old are allowed to join this
group afterward. However, if the second person joining this
group is 27 years old, the age range of this group is narrowed
down to 22–28 years old, meaning that the age boundary
of this cluster is revised. Finally, groups with similar peo-
ple are generated based on the 5-year range. Fig. 1c and 1d
show the age in the third dimension, and it can be seen that a
conventional clustering method cannot resolve the constraint
directly. Consequently, new methods are called for to handle
this constrained clustering problem.

In view of this, we devise several effective and efficient
algorithms to solve the problem in this paper. First, we de-
sign a partition-based algorithm called clustering with depth
control (abbreviated as CDC), which is able to obtain the
local optimal solution of the constrained clustering prob-
lem. However, it incurs relative long time in the searching
procedure. Therefore, the hierarchical clustering algorithms,
which merge most similar clusters one by one, are taken
into consideration to solve this problem without search-
ing the optimal solution iteratively. The algorithm of con-
strained clustering with complete-link (abbreviated as CCL),
which is revised from a well-known complete-link hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm, is performed to show the efficiency
resulting from the merging procedure. However, complete-
link algorithms tend to generate spherical clusters, and such
a problem also occurs on the algorithm CCL. Therefore,
another hierarchical clustering algorithm, namely the con-
strained clustering with spring-model (abbreviated as CSP),
is introduced. Algorithm CSP is based on the gravity theory,
which can generate clusters in various shapes. In addition,
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while algorithm CCL only merges two clusters in each it-
eration, algorithm CSP is more efficient since it can merge
several clusters in one iteration. It is noted that due to the in-
trinsic nature of the numerical-constrained clustering, there
is an order dependency on the process of attaining the clus-
tering, which in many cases degrades the clustering results.
In view of this, we devise a progressive constraint relaxation
technique to remedy this drawback and improve the over-
all performance of clustering results. The basic idea of the
progressive constraint relaxation is that by using a smaller
(tighter) constraint range in earlier iterations of merge, we
will have more room to relax the constraint and seek for
better solutions in subsequent iterations. It is empirically
shown that the progressive constraint relaxation technique
is able to improve not only the execution efficiency but also
the clustering quality. As shown in the complexity analyses
and also validated by our empirical studies, the partition-
based algorithm CDC is able to achieve a low clustering
cost, while incurring more time for data points to traverse
between clusters so as to achieve a stable result with the min-
imum cost. In contrast, the hierarchical algorithms which are
further enhanced by progressive constraint relaxation tech-
nique, i.e., both progressive CCL and progressive CSP, are
executed much more efficiently than algorithm CDC in the
moderate size of data sets with a slight increase in cluster-
ing costs. However, the partition-based constrained cluster-
ing algorithm CDC outperforms the hierarchical ones when
dealing with a very large data set. We also conduct a series of
experiments on these algorithms to exhibit their properties.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The prob-
lem description and related works are given in Sect. 2.
Sect. 3 presents the proposed algorithms to deal with this
constrained clustering problem. The issue of order depen-
dency is identified and solved by the progressive relaxation
technique in Sect. 4. The extensions to multiple constraint
attributes are discussed in Sect. 5. We empirically evaluate
the performance of several algorithms in Sect. 6. This paper
concludes with Sect. 7.

2 Problem description

The problem of pair-wise constrained clustering studied in
this paper is defined in Sect. 2.1. Then, related works of clus-
tering with constraints are summarized in Sect. 2.2.

2.1 Pair-wise constrained clustering

As mentioned earlier, a specific constrained clustering
model is introduced in this paper to cope with the user-
specified constraints. Among all attributes of the data set,
some are specified as constraint attributes and some are op-
timization attributes. Constraint attributes and optimization
attributes may overlap because some attributes are possibly
important in both considerations. Similar to the conventional
clustering problems, there is an objective function operating

on the optimization attributes to measure the cost of cluster-
ing. In addition, an additional constraint range Rac is set for
each constraint attribute ac. For any pair of objects oi , o j in
a cluster, the constraint distance dac(oi , o j ) of constraint at-
tribute ac between any two objects oi and o j is required to
be less than or equal to Rac . For example, in Fig. 1, age is a
constraint attribute, denoted by aage, and its constraint range
Raage is 5. The constraint distance daage(., .), which is the dif-
ference of ages, should be no more than 5 years. Formally,
we have the following problem definition.

Definition of clustering with numerical constraints:

Given a data set D of n objects {o1, o2, . . . , on}, and
a predetermined number of clusters k, the numerical con-
strained clustering problem is defined as the problem of de-
termining the k-clustering Cl = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} in such a
way that the total cost Cost(Cl) is minimized subject to the
condition that for any pair of objects (oi , o j ) in a cluster, we
have dac(oi , o j ) ≤ Rac , where ac is any constraint attribute,
Rac is the constraint range of ac, and the value of Rac × k
is larger than or equal to the whole range of the constraint
attribute ac. The cost function Cost(Cl) is calculated based
on the optimization attributes.

A typical cost function is

Cost(Cl) = sq(Cl) =
∑

Ci

∑
p∈Ci

(p − Ci .center)2

∑
Ci

‖Ci‖ ,

where Ci is a cluster of the clustering result Cl and Ci .center
is the center of cluster Ci . Without loss of generality, this
cost function is used to evaluate the clustering results in our
performance studies later, and the number of constraint at-
tributes is assumed to be one for ease of exposition. How-
ever, the algorithms can be easily extended to multiple con-
straints. We have the following theorem for the complexity
of the numerical-constrained clustering problem.

Theorem 1 The problem of finding the optimal numerical
constrained clustering is NP-hard.

Proof We can transform this problem into a graph partition
problem. Each data point can be regarded as a vertex of the
graph. For each pair of vertexes u and v, there is an edge con-
necting them if no attribute of them exceeds the range con-
straints. In other words, there is an edge between vertexes
u and v if these two data points can be allocated into the
same cluster without violating any constraint. The weights
of edges can be calculated by some cost functions of the
clustering problem. In this manner, this problem is equiva-
lent to an NP-hard problem named minimum edge deletion
k-partition problem [11] below, and this theorem follows.
Minimum edge deletion k-partition
INSTANCE: Graph G = (V, E) and a weight function w on
the edges.
SOLUTION: A k-partition, i.e., a color assignment c: V →
[1 . . . k]. In other words, each vertex vi is assigned a color
c(vi ), where c(vi ) is an integer between 1 and k.
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MEASURE: The weight of the monochromatic edges, i.e.,

∑

(v1,v2)∈E :c(v1)=c(v2)

w(v1, v2),

where a monochromatic edge is an edge with both vertices
assigned the same color. ��

Theorem 1 justifies our efforts in the following sections
to explore efficient heuristics to solve this numerical-
constrained clustering problem.

2.2 Related works

Since the early work in k-means algorithm, the data clus-
tering has been studied for many years and several tech-
nologies on data clustering have been developed, including
the nearest neighbor clustering [12], fuzzy clustering [13],
partitional clustering [14], hierarchical clustering [15], arti-
ficial neural networks for clustering [16], and so on. In ad-
dition, several works have been conducted for studying the
constrained data clustering problems. The work in [9] de-
fines a taxonomy of constraints for clustering with the fo-
cus on exploring the constraints which can be formulated
with SQL aggregates and imposed on individual clusters.
The work [6] considers the constraint of each cluster having
at least a minimum number of points in it. In the work [17],
a set of representatives is given to represent data points, and
groups of representatives will converge to the same points,
which are defined as clusters. The total mass constraint spec-
ifies the constraint of a fixed total number of representa-
tives. The clustering techniques for spatial data in the pres-
ence of physical constraints are discussed in [18–20]. The
constraints between instances in the data set are discussed
in [21], where the predefined “must-link” and “cannot-link”
constraints established from background knowledge are con-
sidered. These prior works do not set constraints on the
ranges of attributes.

Some existing works also have range constraints on
attributes, but the objectives are different from our work.
The work in [22] focuses on the continuous constraint:
all the data points in each cluster form a continuous region.
The work in [23] on fascicles also considers clustering
with range constraints. Some attributes are given the range
constraints for numeric attributes (or the number of distinct
values for categorical attributes), where the widths of the
ranges of all records in a cluster do not exceed these given
constraint ranges. The main difference between our work
and the one in [23] is that the distances of those attributes
without constraints are considered in the cost function and
are minimized in our study, whereas the latter does not take
those attributes into consideration and thus records in the
same cluster could have totally dissimilar values of those
attributes.

The works for segmenting a video into story units try
to collapse visually similar and temporally local shots into
a compact structure by introducing the time-constraint into

clustering problems [24]. This one can be regarded as an ap-
plication of our range constraint on the video segmentation
problem that utilized a simple complete-link algorithm.

3 Algorithms for pair-wise constrained clustering

Several algorithms are devised in this section to solve the
constrained clustering problem. To cope with these con-
straints, a partitional clustering algorithm is developed in
Sect. 3.1. In Sect. 3.2, two different hierarchical clustering
methods are proposed to explore the relationship between
each pair of data points.

3.1 Partition-based clustering

The k-means algorithm is a well-known partitional al-
gorithm for data clustering. Several algorithms, such as
CLARA and CLARANS [8], are variations of the k-means
algorithm. However, these clustering algorithms assign a
point into a cluster only according to the distance between
the point and the cluster center, thus not considering the con-
straints among points in the same cluster. Consequently, to
deal with the numerical constraints, we devise a partition-
based clustering algorithm with depth control (abbreviated
as CDC), which in essence tries to minimize the cost of clus-
tering step by step. For simplicity, we first outline algorithm
CDC in Fig. 2. Note that except the centers of clusters, all
of the points discussed in this paper are from the input data
set. As shown in Fig. 2, algorithm CDC repetitively rear-
ranges the clusters and tries to allocate as many data points
into clusters as possible by Steps 3 and 4. Therefore, these
two steps will iteratively improve the clusters until no more
data points can be moved to reduce the total clustering cost
subject to the imposed constraint.

However, in addition to minimizing the cost of partition-
ing as in the original clustering problems, the constraints
have to be observed in our study. Note that if we select clus-
ter seeds according to the constraints or the distribution of
the optimization attributes of the data points, the whole data
set should be parsed once to collect the information of the
constraints before the clustering procedure. Moreover, some
preprocessing techniques, which may be more complicated
than sorting the data set, could be applied to analyze the in-
formation collected. However, the constraint attributes and

Fig. 2 The outlines of algorithm CDC
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Fig. 3 The outlines of point insertion procedure of algorithm CDC

the optimization attributes may possess any kind of distribu-
tion and they do not always have similar locality. Therefore,
it is not always true that selecting cluster seeds according to
preprocessing will improve the subsequent clustering. Con-
sequently, the cluster seeds are generated randomly to avoid
extra time complexity. Note that the distribution of all at-
tributes can be analyzed by techniques like sampling. Rele-
vant work on sampling can be found in [25]. In addition, we
may observe the phenomenon that an incoming point may
violate the constraints with some points in the cluster. In this
situation, the set of those points is named as the conflict set.
Algorithm CDC will try to solve these violations by mov-
ing those points in the conflict set to other clusters. Note
that the moving process may trigger a sequence of move-
ments. To avoid an endless chained reaction, a maximum
traverse depth is specified to restrict the level of movement.
As the algorithm terminates, the points which still remain
in the pool and cannot be inserted into any cluster will be
regarded as outliers. The detail of the insertion procedure is
listed in Fig. 3.

This rearrangement procedure picks up each object in
the conflict set and tries to insert it into the cluster that min-
imizes the cost of clustering. The insertion aborts if it is im-
possible to insert this point into any cluster within d − 1
levels. More specifically, when the insertion of a new point
to a cluster causes the expulsion of existing points, the tra-
verse depth decreases by one. As long as the traverse depth
is larger than zero, the point is allowed to be inserted into
a cluster with possible expulsion of other points. However,
in the situation of traverse depth being zero, this insertion is
permitted only if no conflict occurs. Note that, in Step 5 of
the insertion procedure, the points in the conflict set cannot
be reinserted into the original cluster C[i], because the point,
say q , will cause the original point p to form a new conflict
set, which may in turn cause the point p to be reinserted
into this cluster and q to form a new conflict set, leading to
an endless loop. In this algorithm, points are moved between

Table 1 The coordinates of the points shown in Fig. 4

o1 o2 o3 o4 o5 o6 o7 o8 o9 o10

Timestamp 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
X-coordinate 6.09 −3.44 4.16 −5.15 7.50 5.70 9.27 −5.33 3.17 −6.25
Y-coordinate 5.28 2.76 2.57 6.21 −6.34 3.72 −5.21 −7.26 −4.17 −3.03
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Fig. 4 An example set of data points for constrained clustering

clusters to minimize the total clustering cost. A single move-
ment only takes place when this movement can reduce clus-
tering cost. Therefore, if no further single movement can re-
duce clustering cost, algorithm CDC completes. Since there
are only finite combinations of clustering results for a given
data set for CDC to find a clustering result with fewer cost,
algorithm CDC is guaranteed to terminate. We show an ex-
ample to illustrate the detail of algorithm CDC below.

Example 1 Consider the example shown in Fig. 4. There are
10 data points in the data set and the timestamp is labeled
next to each node. Table 1 exhibits the timestamp and co-
ordinates of each point. In this example, we shall partition
these points into 3 clusters with the time constraint range
being 4. For example, points {o1, o3, o4, o6} do not form a
valid cluster since 6 − 1 > 4. The limitation of the traverse
depth is set as two and the size of conflict set is set as one.
At the beginning of algorithm CDC, points o1, o3, and o6 are
randomly chosen as cluster centers and all the other points
are put in a pool. The partition is refined by moving points
to clusters with the lowest cost.

Moving o1: o1 remains in the first cluster since one can-
not reduce the cost by moving o1 to another cluster.

Moving o2: The clustering cost will become 48.59,
28.98, and 42.26 if o2 is inserted into the first (with o1),
second (with o3), and third (with o6) cluster, respectively.
Therefore, o2 is inserted into the second cluster since it re-
sults in the minimal clustering cost.

Moving o3: Since o3 is already in the second cluster, it
will be removed from the original cluster and reinserted into
a cluster with the minimum cost. The clustering cost will
become 5.52, 28.98, and 1.83 if o3 is inserted into the first
(with o1), second (with o2), and third (with o6) cluster, re-
spectively. Therefore, o3 is inserted into the third cluster.
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Similarly, o4–o7 are inserted into clusters with the cor-
responding minimum costs. We use the insertion of o8 to
illustrate the effects of traverse depth and conflict set in al-
gorithm CDC. As shown in Fig. 5a, before o8 is inserted,
the clusters are {o1}, {o2, o4}, and {o3, o5, o6, o7}, and the
traverse depth d = 2 initially. If o8 is inserted into the first
cluster, it will conflict with o1 (as shown in b) and decrease
d from 2 to 1. Then we have to move o1 to the second clus-
ter (as shown in e) or the third cluster (as shown in f) by
decreasing d to 0. Note that the conflict set of f contains two
points (o6 and o7) and exceeds the size limitation of one, and
this movement is hence aborted (undo the insertion of o1 to
the second cluster). If o8 is inserted into the second cluster,
it will conflict with o2 (as shown in c) and decrease d from 2
to 1. Then we have to move o2 to the first cluster (as shown
in g) or the third cluster (as shown in h) by decreasing d to 0.
Although the conflict set of h does not exceed the size lim-
itation of one, it is not successful because we cannot move
o7 to other clusters when d is 0. Therefore, this movement
is also aborted (undo the insertion of o2 to the third cluster).
Similarly, o8 can be inserted into the third cluster (as shown
in d) by moving o3 to the first (as shown in i) or the second
(as shown in j) cluster. We can find that e, g, i, and j are pos-
sible solutions of inserting o8 and e has the minimum cost.
Finally, o8 is inserted into the first cluster (as shown in b)
and o1 is moved to the second cluster (as shown in e).

In the subsequent steps of the first iteration, all the points
in the pool are inserted in the same manner. The clustering
result is {o1, o2, o3, o4}, {o5, o6, o7, o9}, and {o8, o10} after
the first iteration finished. The second iteration attempts to
change the position of each point to achieve lower clustering
cost. At the end of the second iteration, the clustering cost
is still 194.31 with the clustering result of {o1, o2, o3, o4},
{o5, o6, o7, o9}, and {o8, o10}. Consequently, algorithm CDC
ends up with this partition.

The following two theorems state the average time and
space complexities of algorithm CDC.

Theorem 2 The time complexity of a single iteration of al-
gorithm CDC is O(n(kc)d log(n)), where d and c are the
predefined maximum limits of the traverse depth and the size
of conflict set.

Proof In each iteration of algorithm CDC, each point de-
termines its destination cluster by evaluating the clustering
costs of all possible movements, including the removal from
the original cluster and the insertion into the new cluster.
However, at each insertion, the algorithm may push out at
most c conflicting points at each depth, and each conflict-
ing point has to try k possible destinations. Since we use a
tree structure to store the points of a cluster for better ex-
ecution efficiency, each insertion takes time complexity of
O(log ‖C‖), where ‖C‖ is the size of the cluster. The size
of a cluster can be approximated as O(n). Thus, the time
complexity is O(n(kc)d log(n)). ��
Theorem 3 The space complexity of algorithm CDC is
O(n log n + cd), where d and c are the predefined max-

imum limits of the traverse depth and the size of conflict
set.

Proof In this algorithm, we use a tree structure to store
the points of a cluster so that we can easily remove or
insert a point into a cluster while keeping the informa-
tion of constraint attribute, such as the minimum value and
maximum value of the constraint attribute of the cluster,
at the same time. Thus, the space complexity required is
O(

∑ ‖C‖ log ‖C‖) ∼= O(n log n). At Step 4, if the cost
of the partition cannot be improved, we need to restore
all the actions involved in inserting this node. Therefore,
we need at most O(cd) space to keep the undo informa-
tion. As a result, the space complexity of the algorithm is
O(n log n + cd). ��

3.2 Hierarchical clustering algorithms

We have introduced algorithm CDC to search for a local op-
timal solution in the previous section. However, it incurs
relatively long time in the searching procedure. Therefore,
the hierarchical clustering algorithms, which merge most
similar clusters one by one, are taken into consideration to
solve this problem without searching the optimal solution it-
eratively. In Sect. 3.2.1, we present algorithm CCL which
is devised by utilizing a well-known hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm, complete-link [26], to show the efficiency re-
sulting from the merging procedure. As mentioned before,
complete-link algorithms tend to generate spherical clus-
ters, and such a problem also occurs on the algorithm CCL.
Therefore, another hierarchical clustering algorithm CSP is
introduced In Sect. 3.2.2. Algorithm CSP is based on the
spring model, which can generate clusters in other shapes.
In addition, while algorithm CCL only merges two clusters
in each iteration, algorithm CSP is more efficient since it can
merge several clusters in one iteration.

3.2.1 CCL: clustering with complete link

The complete-link algorithm uses the distance of two far-
thest points as the intercluster distance, i.e.,

dist(Ci , C j ) = max{d(oi , o j )|oi ∈ Ci , o j ∈ C j }.
Here we take the time constraint attribute atime as ex-

ample, i.e., the constraint attribute ac represents atime. For
a cluster C , we define the start constraint value, denoted
by C.ts, and end constraint value, denoted by C.te, as the
smallest and largest constraint attribute values of data points
in the cluster, respectively, i.e., C.ts = min{o.time|o ∈ C}
and C.te = max{o.time|o ∈ C}. Then, the constraint dis-
tance between two clusters Ci and C j is determined as

dac(Ci , C j ) = max{Ci .te − C j .ts, C j .te − Ci.ts}
The distance measurement of two clusters is modified for

this constrained clustering problem. Instead of the original
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Fig. 5 The insertion of o8 in Example 1. The red object is the inserted one and the circles represent the conflict set caused by the inserted object

Fig. 6 The outlines of algorithm CCL

distance dist(., .), we define a new distance measurement of
two clusters as below:

d̂ist(Ci , C j ) =
{

dist(Ci , C j ), if dac(Ci , C j ) ≤ Rac,∞, otherwise.

Hence, with these provisions, the complete-link cluster-
ing algorithm is revised to deal with the numerical con-
straints, as shown in Fig. 6.

As the algorithm terminates, if the resulting cluster num-
ber k′ is larger than k, those points in the smallest (k′ − k)
clusters that contain the minimal number of points will be
regarded as outliers so that exactly k large clusters are ob-
tained. Note that algorithm CCL can also be modified to a
constrained clustering method based on single-link [15] by
changing the intercluster distance measurement. However,
this method based on single-link is found to incur a much
larger clustering cost than other algorithms we devised and
will thus not be explored in the following discussion.

Example 2 We also apply algorithm CCL to cluster the
points in Fig. 4. Recall that the cluster number is 3 and
the time constraint range is 4. At the beginning of the al-
gorithm, a distance matrix of the 10 points is built and some
distances are set to be infinity because the time intervals be-
tween these pairs of points exceed the time constraint range
4. Points o3 and o6 are merged first since they are two clos-
est points. Then the distances between these two points and
other points are updated. Similarly, CCL will merge o5 and
o7, o2 and o4, o8 and o10, o7 and o9 in turn, and finally o6
and o4. (Note that we use a point to represent the cluster
to which the point belongs.) Algorithm CCL merges these
10 points into four clusters, which are {o1}, {o2, o3, o4, o6},
{o5, o7, o9}, and {o8, o10}. It can be seen that any pair of

these clusters exceeds the time constraint range. As a re-
sult, no further merging is possible and algorithm CCL com-
pletes.

Note that for a data point p, not all other data points can
be put into the same cluster with it because some of them
may violate the constraint range. The fraction of data points
that can be put into the same cluster with p is represented
by the ratio rc. For example, assume that there are totally
100 data points in a data set, and 60 of them exceed the con-
straint distances to p. In this situation, only 40 data points
are possible to be in the same cluster with p. Therefore, we
only have to calculate these 40 distances to p rather than 99
distances to p. In other words, only 0.4 of the whole data
points should be considered when merging with p. In this
example, the constraint ratio rc is 0.4. This ratio is between
0 and 1, and it is usually smaller when the constraint range
is tighter. In our complexity analyses, we use this ratio to
approximate the number of data points that can be merged
with a data point. That is, about O(nrc) can be merged with
a data point. The following two theorems state the average
time and the space complexities of algorithm CCL.

Theorem 4 The time complexity of algorithm CCL is
O(n2rc log(n2rc)).

Proof The time complexity of original complete-link algo-
rithm is O(n2 log n), which is bounded by sorting the dis-
tances of all pairs of points. In this constrained clustering
problem, we can use O(nrc) to represent possible neigh-
bors of each point, where rc is between 0 and 1. Therefore,
only O(n2rc) distances are required to be taken into con-
sideration. Similar to the original complete-link algorithm,
it requires O(n2rc log(n2rc)) for sorting those O(n2rc) dis-
tances. Consequently, the time complexity of algorithm CCL
is O(n2rc log(n2rc)). ��
Theorem 5 The space complexity of algorithm CCL is
O(n2rc).

Proof In algorithm CCL, only O(n2rc) distances should be
stored. Therefore, the space complexity is O(n2rc).
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3.2.2 CSP: clustering with spring model

We next devise a spring model for the clustering with numer-
ical constraints, where attractive forces of objects are em-
ployed to merge similar clusters. Assume the data items are
distributed in the space. There are springs connecting each
pair of objects if and only if they are in the range of the
specified constraint. Note that when the spring is stretched,
it pulls the two objects on the separate ends to approach each
other and the force is large if the distance between them
is long. In our problem, to model the case where the near-
est ones should merge together first and the attractive force
should increase as the distance between them gets shorter,
we adapt the shrinking strength of a spring by the gravity
force according to the gravity model presented in [27].

Specifically, the magnitude of gravity force �Fg applied
to two nodes apart by a distance r is modelled as:

‖ �Fg‖ = cg × m1 × m2

r p
,

where cg is a constant coefficient, m1 and m2 are the masses
of these two objects, and p is a positive integer. By theorems
in physics, the air resistance force that a moving node expe-
riences is equal to �Fr = cr × ‖ → v‖ → v, where cr is the
coefficient of air resistance and → v is the velocity of the
objects. By these two kinds of forces, the terminal velocity
v j of an object o j can be derived as:

v j =

√
√
√
√
√

∥
∥
∥
∥

∑

object oi

�Fgi

∥
∥
∥
∥

cr
,

where
∑

object oi
�Fgi is the sum of the gravity forces that ob-

ject o j experiences.
When objects oi and o j collide with each other, i.e., their

distance is shorter than a predetermined collision distance,
they are merged into a cluster, and the spring Si j connecting
oi and o j is then removed. The position of this new cluster
is the average of objects oi and o j , and the mass is the sum-
mation of the merged clusters. For another object om, if the
springs Sim and S jm between the object om and the merged
cluster containing oi and o j both exist, only one of them
is retained. Otherwise, the link is removed. Given the de-
sired cluster number k, this algorithm will terminate either
when the remaining object number is equal to k, or when
all springs are removed. In the latter situation, the discon-
nected objects resulted are considered as the natural clus-
ters. For example, with the constraint range R = 3, Fig. 7
shows the merging procedure of this spring model. Note that
the collision distance can be regarded as the distance within
which two objects are regarded so similar that they should
be merged into the same cluster directly. Note that the colli-
sion distance is application-dependent and is considered as
a user-defined parameter decided according to the domain
knowledge and the distribution of data sets.

(a) n = 5, R = 3
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Fig. 7 An illustrative clustering procedure of attractive spring model

Algorithm CSP: Clustering with a Spring Model 
//Input: an input data set, the number of clusters, k, and the constraint range Rac 
1. Establish links between each pair of points within the constraint range. 
2. For each pair of points within the constraint range, calculate their distance and 

merge them if they are within a collision distance. 
3. For each point remained, calculate the attractive forces and the new velocity. 
4. Calculate the new position of each point. 
5. Repeat Step 2 to Step 4, until exactly k points remained or all pairs of points 

exceed the constraint range. 

Fig. 8 The outlines of algorithm CSP

The outlines of algorithm CSP are listed in Fig. 8. Same
as in CCL, some points may be regarded as outliers to
achieve exactly k valid clusters.

Example 3 Consider Fig. 4 again. In this example, we adopt
the parameter p as 7, cg as 9.8, cr as 10, 000, the collision
distance as 0.01, and the initial mass of each point as 1

cg
.

At the beginning of the algorithm, we can obtain the force
between o1 and o2 as (−1.05 × 10−6, −2.77 × 10−7) in
the (X, Y ) directions, respectively by the formula ‖ �Fg‖ =
cg×m1×m2

r p . The total force imposed on o1 is (−1.27 × 10−3,
−1.79 × 10−3), which is the sum of the subforces from
those points within the time constraint range of o1, i.e.,
o2, o3, o4, and o5. Then the resulting velocity of o1 is
(−2.72 × 10−4, −3.82 × 10−4), which is derived by the

formula, v j =
√

‖∑
object oi

�Fgi ‖
cr

. After obtaining the veloci-

ties of all the data points, the maximal velocity generated
is 3.25 × 10−3 and the two closest points are o3 and o6,
whose distance is 1.92. Thus, the simulation granularity, �t ,
is set as min D

2 max V = 1.92
2·3.25×10−3 = 295. After this iteration,

the position of o1 becomes (6.00758, 5.16508), which is ob-
tained by the formula �x = �t × v. The new positions
of all the other points are calculated similarly. According
to their new positions, those points within the collision dis-
tance are merged together. In this example, o3 and o6, whose
distance is 0.0057 < collision d = 0.01, are merged, as
shown in Fig. 9a. Then o5 and o7 are merged in the sub-
sequent iteration. Same as algorithm CCL, algorithm CSP
can only merge the 10 points into four clusters, which are
{o1}, {o2, o3, o4, o6}, {o5, o7, o9}, and {o8, o10}, as shown in
Fig. 9b. This is the same result as the one by algorithm CCL
in this case.

The following two theorems state the average time and
space complexities of algorithm CSP.

Theorem 6 The time complexity of algorithm CSP is
O(n2rc).
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Fig. 9 The illustration of algorithm CSP. a The black objects are the original data points of Example 3, and the red ones are the new positions of
these objects after one iteration of algorithm CSP. b The red objects are the final positions of the resulting clusters after algorithm CSP stops

Proof Similar to that of algorithm CCL, the time complex-
ity of algorithm CSP is reduced from O(n2) to O(n2rc) by
calculating merely O(n2rc) distances rather than O(n2) dis-
tances of the original gravity-based algorithm [27]. This the-
orem follows. ��
Theorem 7 The space complexity of algorithm CSP is
O(n).

Proof The space required in this algorithm is smaller than
algorithm CDC and CCL because the distances are calcu-
lated in each iteration and the information stored is merely
the positions of remaining points. The space complexity of
algorithm CSP is therefore O(n). ��

4 Progressive constraint relaxation

The problem of order dependency when dealing with
numerical-constrained clustering is addressed in Sect. 4.1.
In Sect. 4.2, a progressive constraint relaxation technique is
proposed to address this issue and improve the performances
of all the hierarchical clustering algorithms.

4.1 Order dependency

It is noted that the hierarchical clustering algorithms always
search for the nearest pair of clusters and merge them into
a new single cluster. However, in the numerical-constrained
clustering, the objects in the same cluster must obey the con-
straint imposed. That is, If object oi and o j are merged in
to a new object, then this new object can be only merged
with those objects within both the constraint ranges of oi
and o j . In other words, the merging process in an early it-
eration will reduce the number of possible merges in the
subsequent iterations. This problem is referred to as order
dependency in this paper. Note that the order dependency is
different from the well-known chaining-effect in the single-
link clustering algorithm, which means that two different
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Fig. 10 Exhibition of order dependency. a2 is the clustering result of
a1. b2 and b3 are two clustering results of b1. Although b3 is of better
clustering quality, most clustering algorithms tend to generate such a
result as in b2

clusters may be merged by a very slim noise link. An illus-
trative example of order dependency is shown in Fig. 10. As
shown in Fig. 10a1, assume the constraint range, R, is four,
the cluster number, k, is three, and the nearest pair of objects
is o5 and o9. Thus, in the first iteration, o5 and o9 are merged
into a cluster. This merging will break the connections be-
tween o5 and o3 and that between o5 and o4. Similarly, the
connections between o9 and o12 and between o9 and o13 are
disconnected. Finally, three natural clusters are obtained as
shown in Fig. 10a2.

In the example shown in Fig. 10b1, the distances to
objects o5 and o9 from objects o3, o4, o12, and o13 are
shorter than those in Fig. 10a1. The nearest pair of objects
is still o5 and o9. By using the same merging scheme, the
final cluster distribution is shown in Fig. 10b2. However,
the clustering cost is obviously larger than that shown in
Fig. 10a2. This is because the two small clusters containing
{o5, o9} and {o3, o4} are generated in earlier iterations,
causing {o12, o13, o14, o15} to form a sparse cluster. It can
be noted that although the structure and links of this data
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set are similar to those in the Fig. 10a1, the characteristic
of the point distribution is changed. Clearly, it is more
beneficial to group the data points into the clusters as shown
in Fig. 10b3, where objects with large distance are not
put in the same cluster. The reason of the misclustering in
Fig. 10b2 is the order of point merging, which is what we
refer to as order dependency. Note that if the objects o5 and
o3 are merged first, the only link disconnected by this merge
is the connection between objects o5 and o9. Most of the
future merges are not interfered. Thus, after the clustering
algorithm stops, the clustering result is like the one shown in
Fig. 10b3.

Order dependency problem is a common problem that
most of the hierarchical clustering methods will encounter.
However, without considering possible future merges, one
may make incorrect merging decisions. To remedy this, we
devise a progressive constraint relaxation technique which is
able to take the future merges into consideration by progres-
sively relaxing the constraints in early iterations.

4.2 Progressive constraint relaxation

As pointed out in the previous section, the order of merging
will affect the quality of clustering results. If the difference
of the constraint attribute ac between two objects oi and o j is
close to the constraint range Rac , merging them in the early
iterations will put rigid bounds to the constraint attribute of
this cluster and prevent further merging with other objects.
As a result, we devise a technique, called Progressive Con-
straint Relaxation, to achieve the goal of diminishing the ef-
fect of order dependency.

The basic idea of the progressive constraint relaxation
is that by using a tighter (smaller) constraint range in early
iterations of merging, we will have more room to seek for
better solutions in subsequent iterations. In addition to the
relaxation of the constraint range, the desired cluster num-
ber should also be temporarily modified accordingly. The
whole relaxation process starts with a small local constraint
range and a large local desired cluster number. The proce-
dure continuously relaxes the constraint range and reduces
the number of desired clusters, and eventually results in the
actual constraint range and the cluster number specified by
the user. Explicitly, a new parameter level is imported to
control the number of relaxation steps. A constrained clus-
tering algorithm is executed level times to achieve the final
clustering result. If the value of level is equal to one, the al-
gorithm is executed only once with the real constraint range
and the cluster number. Otherwise, the temporary constraint
range and cluster number, named local Rac and local k, are
assigned by the following expression,

local k = n × (level − i) + k × i

level
,

local Rac = Rac × k

local k
,

where n is the size of the data set, i means the current iter-
ation number (from 1 to level), and k is the desired cluster

Progressive Constraint Relaxation Technique 
//Input: an input data set, the number of clusters, k, the relaxation level, and the 
constraint range Rac 
1. For i = 1 to level, do Step 2 and Step 3. 
2. Calculate the local_k and the local_Rac. 
3. Run the constrained clustering algorithm based on local_k and local_Rac. 

Fig. 11 The outlines of Progressive Constraint Relaxation Technique

number. Note that by this definition, the product of local Rac

and local k is a constant, i.e., local Rac × local k = Rac ×k.
As will be shown in our experiments, this technique im-

proves not only the clustering quality but also the execution
efficiency of all the hierarchical algorithms. The Progressive
Constraint Relaxation Technique is outlined in Fig. 11.

Algorithm CCL (respectively, CSP) enhanced by the
progressive constraint relaxation technique is referred to as
progressive CCL (respectively, progressive CSP). We then
have the following theorem.

Theorem 8 With the progressive constraint relaxation tech-
nique, the average time complexities of algorithm CCL and
algorithm CSP become

(i) O
(

nrck log
(

nrck
level

))
+ O

(
n2rc

level2
log

(
n2rc

level2

))

+ O( f level), for progressive CCL,

(ii) O(nrck) + O
(

n2rc

level2

)
+ O( f × level), for progressive

CSP.

Proof Since algorithm progressive CCL (progressive CSP)
is intrinsically the one to apply algorithm CCL (algorithm
CSP, respectively) level times on different constraint ranges
and different number of remaining data points, the time com-
plexity will be the summation of the level times of algorithm
CCL. The number of data points left at the beginning of
each iteration (ni ) is actually the number of clusters obtained
in the previous iteration (local ki−1). According to the time
complexity of algorithm CCL, which is O(n2rc log(n2rc)),
the complexity of algorithm progressive CCL will be the
summation of

∑level
i=1 [O(n2

i rci log(n2
i rci )) + O( f )], where

ni is the number of remaining points at the beginning of
iteration i , rci is the constraint ratio of this iteration, and
O( f ) represents the lower order terms which can be ig-
nored in the analysis of CCL. Note that ni is equal to the
local k of its previous iteration, which can be obtained by
the equation of local ki−1 = n×(level−(i−1))+k×(i−1)

level , and rci

is approximated by rc × k
local ki

of this iteration according to

local Rac = Rac × k
local k . Also, we have

level∑

i=1

[
O

(
n2

i rci log
(
n2

i rci
)) + O( f )

]

=
level∑

i=1

[

O

((

local k2
i−1 × rc

k

local ki

)

× log

(

local k2
i−1 × rc

k

local ki

))

+ O( f )

]

,
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where

O

(

local k2
i−1 × rc

k

local ki

)

= O

((
n(level − (i − 1)) + k(i − 1)

level

)2

rc
k

n(level−i)+ki
level

)

= O

(
rck

level
× (n(level − i) + ki + (n − k))2

n(level − i) + ki

)

.

For i = 1 to level − 1,
(

rck

level
× (n(level − i) + ki + (n − k))2

n(level − i) + ki

)

= O

(
nrck

level

)

.

For i = level,

O

(
rck

level
× (n(level − i) + ki + (n − k))2

n(level − i) + ki

)

= O

(
n2rc

level2

)

.

Therefore, the time complexity is

level∑

i=1

[
O

(
n2

i rci log
(
n2

i rci
)) + O( f )

]

=
(

level−1∑

i=1

O

(
nrck

level
log

(
nrck

level

)))

+O

(
n2rc

level2
log

(
n2rc

level2

))

+O( f × level)

= O

(

nrck log

(
nrck

level

))

+ O

(
n2rc

level2
log

(
n2rc

level2

))

+O( f × level).

Similarly, the time complexity of algorithm progressive CSP
is

level∑

i=1

[
O

(
n2

i rci
) + O( f )

]

= O(nrck) + O

(
n2rc

level2

)

+ O( f × level).

It is important to see that according to Theorem 8, ex-
cept the last iteration, the time required is reduced by about
the order of O(n). Although the complexity of the last it-
eration is almost equal to the original one without progres-
sive constraint relaxation enhancement, the number of points

actually involved is merely about n
level . Consequently, the

progressive constraint relaxation technique significantly re-
duces the time complexity of the constrained clustering al-
gorithms. Note that utilizing the progressive constraint re-
laxation technique will not increase the space complexity.
Table 2 shows the symbols used in modeling the constrained
clustering problem.

5 Extension to multiple constraint attributes

For the situation of using multiple constraint attributes, we
have to check the constraints whenever a distance is calcu-
lated. According to the definition of numerical-constrained
clustering problem, all the clusters generated should con-
form to the condition that the constraint distances of all
the constraint attributes between any two objects in that
cluster are required to be less than or equal to their cor-
responding constraint ranges. In other words, a cluster is
generated only if all the constraints are satisfied. Let Ac
be the set of constraint attributes, and |Ac| be the number
of constraint attributes. When being calculated, a distance
is set to be infinity once a constraint distance exceeds its
constraint range. Clearly, at most |Ac| constraint attributes
will be checked while the distance between two objects is
computed. Accordingly, the time complexity of calculat-
ing pairwise distances will be increased from O(n2rc) to
O(|Ac|n2rc) when the |Ac| constraint attributes are used in-
stead of only one constraint. With the progressive constraint
relaxation technique on multiple constraint attributes, all
constraints are relaxed simultaneously. In each level, new lo-
cal constraint ranges are calculated for generating local clus-
ters by a hierarchical-constrained clustering algorithm (algo-
rithm CCL or CSP). Note that additional time is required for
the calculation of new constraint ranges and the correspond-
ing pairwise distances. Such additional time in fact approx-
imates to the time increase from O(n2rc) to O(|Ac|n2rc) in
the pairwise distance calculation of algorithm CCL and CSP.
Similarly, when a point is inserted into a cluster with O(n)
points by the time complexity of O(log(n)) in algorithm
CDC, as analyzed in Theorem 2, the time complexity will
become O(|Ac|log(n)) when |Ac| constraint attributes are
taken into consideration. The time complexities of the pro-
posed algorithms for multiple constraint attributes are shown
in Table 3.
Note that for the complexity of algorithm CCL, the former
part is the complexity of calculating O(n2rc) distances, and
the latter part is that of sorting O(n2rc) distances. Since the
former is much smaller than the latter, the time complex-
ity is dominated by the latter and can be approximated by
O(n2rc log(n2rc)). Similarly, the time complexity of algo-
rithm progressive CCL can be approximated by the one with
single constraint attribute.

Consider an extreme case that several contradictory con-
straints have to be satisfied according to the domain knowl-
edge, which causes the desired number of clusters not to be
generated. That is, we cannot force any two clusters to merge
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Table 2 Meanings of symbols used

Symbol Description

ac Constraint attribute
Ac The set of constraint attributes, where ac ∈ Ac.|Ac| The number of constraint attributes in Ac
Rac Constraint range of constraint attribute ac
dac (., .) Distance of the constraint attribute between objects oi , o j or clusters Ci , C j
rc Constraint ratio
CDC Partition-based clustering algorithm with depth control
CCL Constrained clustering algorithm with complete link
CSP Constrained clustering algorithm with spring model

Table 3 The time complexities for multiple constraint attributes

Algorithm Time complexity

CDC (one iteration) O(n(kc)d |Ac| log(n))

CCL O(|Ac|n2rc + n2rc log(n2rc))

CSP O(|Ac|n2rc)

Progressive CCL O
(

nrck log
(

nrck
level

))
+ O

(
n2rc

level2
log

(
n2rc

level2

))
+ O( f × level)

Progressive CSP O(|Ac|nrck) + O
( |Ac|n2rc

level2

)
+ O( f × level)

further without violating any constraint. In this situation,
users can observe the clustering hierarchy to obtain some
satisfactory clustering results (including clustering cost and
cluster number), which satisfy all the specified constraints.
Afterward, the users will decide either to accept the gener-
ated clustering results or to modify some constraints for re-
constructing clusters. Users can interact with the constrained
clustering model to refine constraint ranges or just build a
clustering hierarchy according to the specified constraints
and select appropriate clustering results on the clustering hi-
erarchy.

6 Performance studies

To assess the performance of these algorithms, we have con-
ducted a series of experiments. These experiments are per-
formed on a computer with an 800 Mhz Intel CPU and 1 GB
of memory. In order to generate the synthetic data used in
our experiments, we adopt a method similar to the one in
[22] and [10], by which n data points for k clusters are gen-
erated. Without loss of generality, every generated data point
contains two optimization attributes and one constraint at-
tribute, which is assigned by a timestamp according to the
exponential distribution. Several such synthetic data sets are
combined together to simulate the phenomenon of clusters
with time constraint. Both of the optimization attributes are
in the range of {−100,100}, and the range of the constraint
attribute is {0, 10000}. Four such data sets, each of which
contains 2500 data points for five clusters, are combined into
10, 000 data points with 20 clusters which may overlap with
one another in optimization and constraint attributes. All the
data sets in our experiments are random samples of this data
set. Therefore, these data sets have the same distribution as
described above. We also adjust the distribution of the syn-

thetic data sets in our experiments, and observed that the per-
formance results will be primarily dependent upon the char-
acteristics of these algorithms, which is mainly consistent
with the conclusion we obtained from the data set presented
in this paper.

In Sect. 6.1, we will show the effect of progressive con-
straint relaxation technique on improving both the clustering
quality and the execution efficiency of algorithms CCL and
CSP. In Sect. 6.2, we conduct a series of experiments to ex-
hibit the properties of algorithm CDC. The parameters of
algorithm CSP are investigated in Sect. 6.3. Next, an overall
performance comparison among all algorithms is conducted
in Sect. 6.4. Finally, we will perform a scale up experiment
on the size of data set.

In the following experiments, we use the average squared
error of all points as the evaluation function for clustering
results, i.e.,

Cost(Cl) = sq(Cl) =
∑

Ci

∑
p∈Ci

(p − Ci .center)2

∑
Ci

‖Ci‖ ,

where Ci denotes a cluster of the clustering result Cl, and
Ci .center is the center of cluster Ci .

6.1 On progressive constraint relaxation

In this experiment, we apply the hierarchical algorithms to
a data set of 5000 points with their timestamp in the range
of (0, 10000). Here, we set the time constraint as 4000 and
try to partition the data set into 20 clusters. Note that if the
value of level is equal to one, the original algorithm without
relaxation is performed. As shown in Fig. 12, by solving the
order dependency, the progressive constraint relaxation tech-
nique not only improves the clustering results of algorithm
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Fig. 12 The clustering costs and sizes of noise sets of progressive CCL and progressive CSP at different levels
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Fig. 13 The execution times of the progressive CCL and progressive
CSP at different levels

CCL but also reduces the numbers of outliers of algorithm
CCL. It is also interesting to note that the progressive con-
straint relaxation technique enhancement does not affect the
algorithm of spring model very much. This can be explained
by the reason that at the beginning of algorithm progressive
CSP, we only consider partial of the real links. Thus, one
point may be moved far away from its original position and
forbidden from merging with its similar object in later itera-
tions of the progressive relaxation algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 13, the progressive constraint relax-
ation technique enhancement can also be used to reduce the
execution time with smaller levels. Because in the early it-
erations, with the smaller time constraint values, only a few
points are considered to be grouped. In the later iterations,
the number of clusters has become much smaller than the
original so that it can reduce the execution time. The im-
provement could be as much as 75%, i.e., takes only 1

4 of
the original execution time. However, with larger values, it
takes too much time to rebuild the distance matrix at the
beginning of each iteration, thus lengthening the execution
time of the whole algorithm.

6.2 On partition-based clustering

In this experiment, we use the same data set and same time
constraint as in the previous experiment. Since the time com-

plexity of algorithm CDC is exponential to the maximum
traverse depth, a large value will not be applicable in prac-
tice. As shown in Fig. 14b, the execution time increases
sharply with the maximum traverse depth. We can also ob-
serve that when the maximum traverse depth increases to
two, the clustering cost decreases significantly. However, the
clustering cost becomes stable when the maximum traverse
depth is larger than two, as shown in Fig. 14a. Therefore,
from the complexity analyses and empirical experiments,
setting the maximum traverse depth to be two suffices in
practical usage. In our experiment, we observe that the ex-
ecution time of algorithm CDC is less when the time con-
straint is either smaller or larger. This is because that when
the time constraint is strict, the size of conflict set exceeds
the limits easily and the algorithm will not go into higher
depth. On the other hand, when the time constraint is loose,
there will be no points violating the constraint and thus no
need for a larger depth.

6.3 On hierarchical clustering

The sensitivity analyses on parameters of hierarchical-
constrained clustering algorithms are investigated in this
experiment. There is no parameter for algorithm CCL, there-
fore, we observe parameter p and the collision distance of
algorithm CSP on the same data set and same time con-
straint as in previous experiments. Parameter p is a pos-
itive integer used in the calculation of the gravity force
‖ �Fg‖ = cg×m1×m2

r p , and the collision distance is the dis-
tance between two points which can be merged. As shown
in Fig. 15, there are some differences in the clustering costs
due to the distribution of data points when using different
values of collision distance. However, the number of points
merged in each iteration is fewer with smaller collision dis-
tance. Consequently, more iterations are needed to merge all
the data points into the desired number of clusters. On the
other hand, with smaller parameter p, the gravity forces are
less sensitive to the distances between objects, thereby re-
sulting in larger clustering costs but shorter execution time.
However, clustering costs and execution time tend toward
stable as parameter p increases. Therefore, this parameter
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Fig. 14 The clustering costs and execution times of algorithm CDC when varying the traverse depth and sizes of the maximum conflict set (c).
Note that the execution times shown in b are in log scale for ease of illustration
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Fig. 15 The clustering costs and execution times of algorithm progressive CSP with different values of parameter p and collision distances

can be regarded as a control value in most applications. If
distances are more important in the process of merging clus-
ters, a larger value of p should be used. On the other hand,
if the number of objects in a cluster is more important in the
process of merging clusters, a smaller value of p is preferred.
Note that the execution times of algorithm CSP shown in
Fig. 15b are in log scale for ease of illustration.

6.4 Overall comparison between these algorithms

In this experiment, we use the same data set as in the pre-
vious experiments. For comparison reason, we choose suit-
able parameters for each algorithm. The traverse depth of
algorithm CDC is set as 2; the level of the progressive con-
straint relaxation is set as 20 for both algorithm progressive
CSP and CCL. The qualities of clustering results and sizes
of noise sets are shown in Fig. 16. As shown, the clustering
quality of progressive CCL is very similar to that of algo-
rithm CDC. However, it produces a much smaller noise set.
It is noted that algorithm CDC is especially suitable for loose
time constraints.

The execution times of these algorithms are shown in
Fig. 17, where the execution time of algorithm progressive
CSP is shown to be much less than the others. We will show
the superiority of algorithm CSP more clearly in the next
experiment. It is interesting to notice that the execution time
of algorithm CDC is less when the time constraint is either
smaller or larger. This is because that when the time con-
straint is strict, the size of conflict set exceeds the limits eas-

ily and the algorithm will not go into higher depth. On the
other hand, when the time constraint is loose, there will be
no points violating the constraint and thus no need for higher
depth. In both cases, the algorithm will run much faster.

In addition, we can also observe the sensitivity of the
clustering result against varying the value of the constraint
attribute in this experiment. When using a strict constraint
or very scattered distribution of the timestamp values, we
have to sacrifice the clustering cost in order not to violate
the imposed constraint. In the extreme case, we may en-
counter the situation that the clustering cost is too large,
or that the desired cluster number cannot be generated suc-
cessfully. Hence, when some constraints have to be strictly
followed, the users will have to accept the corresponding
high clustering cost. On the other hand, if we do not have
precise values of the constraints but are allowed to adjust
them slightly, better clustering quality may be obtained by
refining the constraints or cluster number according to the
clustering results. For example, according to the constraints
and the cluster number k specified by users, the hierarchical
constrained clustering algorithm CCL and CSP will build a
clustering hierarchy in the clustering process until there are k
clusters left on the top of the tree. However, if the constraints
are too tight or k is too small, the cluster number on the top
of clustering hierarchy might be larger than k when the al-
gorithm terminates because no clusters can be merged fur-
ther without violating any constraint. In this situation, users
can decide either to refine constraint ranges or to just build
a clustering hierarchy according to the specified constraints
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Fig. 16 The clustering costs and sizes of noise sets of different algorithms when time constraint varies
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Fig. 17 The execution times of different algorithms when time con-
straint varies

and select appropriate clustering results, including the clus-
ter number and the clustering cost, on the clustering hierar-
chy.

The experiments of varying cluster number k are also
conducted in this section, as shown in Fig. 18. As the num-
ber of clusters increases, the clustering cost decreases. How-
ever, the execution time of CDC increases significantly since
the time complexity of CDC is proportional to kd , as shown
in Theorem 2. On the other hand, the execution time of pro-
gressive CCL and progressive CSP increases almost linearly,
which conforms to the complexity analyses shown in Theo-
rem 8.

From all the experiments conducted, we can also observe
that there are some differences between the clusters gener-
ated by these methods. As illustrated in Sect. 3, algorithm
CDC tries to minimize the distances of data points to their
corresponding centroid, and algorithm CCL is based on the
Complete-link algorithm, which merges two clusters to gen-
erate a new cluster with the minimum diameter in each it-
eration. Therefore, these two algorithms are both very suit-
able in determining spherical clusters, but algorithm CDC
takes more time to adjust the clusters iteratively and results
in better clustering results. On the other hand, algorithm CSP

can generate clusters with arbitrary shapes. Further, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 4, the progressive relaxation technique al-
lows algorithms CCL and CSP to relax the constraint ranges
of clusters iteratively. Therefore, the clusters generated will
be more compact since more data points are allowed to join
a cluster before the ranges of the constraint attributes in a
cluster reach their maximum value.

6.5 On the scalability

We next apply our algorithm on a data set consisting of
10, 000 points with timestamp ranging from 0 to 10, 000.
We also make several smaller data sets consisting of {1000,
2000, 5000, 7000} points by sampling the original data set.
So that these data sets have the same distribution with each
other.

The execution time of these algorithms is shown in
Fig. 19a. As shown, the algorithm progressive CSP is the
fastest one, and algorithm CDC runs slowest. However, if
we show the growth of trends of execution time of these al-
gorithms, i.e., execution time is normalized to the one of
the same algorithm for the 1000-point data set. The result is
shown in Fig. 19b. As shown, algorithm CDC grows slower
than any other algorithm. However, after the analysis of the
growth trend, we envision that algorithm CDC will outper-
form algorithm progressive CSP when the size of data set
grows to 108 points. Thus, progressive CSP is the most effi-
cient algorithm in most cases.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new constrained clus-
tering problem, named numerical-constrained clustering.
Explicitly, we addressed in this paper the constrained
clustering with numerical constraints. We devised several ef-
fective and efficient algorithms to solve the problem in this
paper. In addition, we devised a progressive constraint relax-
ation technique to handle the order dependency and improve
the overall performance of clustering results. As shown in
the complexity analyses and also validated by our empir-
ical studies, the partition-based algorithm CDC performed
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Fig. 18 The clustering costs and execution time of different algorithms when the number of clusters varies
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Fig. 19 The execution times and relative execution times of different algorithms with various sizes of data set

well in the cost of clustering results, but spent more time for
data points to traverse between clusters to achieve a stable
result with the minimum cost. In contrast, the hierarchical
algorithms which were further enhanced by progressive con-
straint relaxation technique, i.e., both progressive CCL and
progressive CSP, were executed much more efficiently than
algorithm CDC in the moderate size of data sets with a slight
increase in clustering costs.
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